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Vacation update
�

OK all you surfers, skiers and
arti e
· ow much longer before
Spring Break? About 23 days
tha s Just...t ree
weeks! Start
making those plans, finish setting those
.
d�tes, vacat1on 1s
almost here.
Where will you go? Well Mazatlan
onu
to be a happenin' pla
just
ce,
about ever beach city
as well as
own th coast.
�
Another alternative might be to Ren
o rT
S!nce most schools
will have v acation closer to Easter it sho
uld e ela lvel un
crowded.
y
Rem ember, wherever you go, wha ever You
d0• on t dnnk and dri
llute
ve,
,
po
and
n't
don't come back unh
do
appy.
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In the news

Portfolios available for Spanos Teaching Award

t_h

By Stephanie Gandy

N�mi?ation po�folios for
e 1987 Faye and AleK Spanos
DistmgUlshed Teaching Award Will be accepted until Marc
h 20 at the
's �ffice in WPC. The award honors a COP
OP
professor
.
displaytng quality teachi�g an a unique sense of student sensitivity.
The award was
blished m 1 4 by the children of Faye and
Alex
Spanos to ono� the1r parents. Ttus award includes an honorarium of
wh1ch will be �resented at the COP commencement
$l,
in May.
.
Gmdelmes for profess ional portfolios can be picked up at the COPA
office in Bannister 107 between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m.
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UOP grad speaks on organized crime

Organized crime in Japan will be one of the unusual topics discussd
by international-award-winning journalist David Kaplan during the
University of the Pacific "Friday Symposium" on Feb. 13 at noon in
the El Centro Room .
Kaplan, a 1979 UOP graduate and a st ff writer for the Center o
lnvestigativ Re�rtin� in Sa Francisco, has writt
a book o . "
Japan's orgamzed clime yndlcates. He has also w n the Thorn h
Stork International Journalism Award.
Admission is free to this event, which is open to the public.
Complimentary coffee and tea will be served and soup and salad will
be provided for a $1 donation. For more information, contact Owenn
Browne at 946-2283.

Yea r of the Hare festivities underway
The Chinese Cultural Society of Stockton is preparing for a gala
celebration which will share with the community the festivities and
tradion of the Chinese New Year, The Year of the Hare.
The Society has scheduled the traditional Chinese Lion's Dance, a
folk dance troupe and a Chinese fashion show. Children will be able to
participate in a workshop and cooking demonstrations.
The celebration will take place on Sunday, March 1 from 11 a.m. to

6 p.m. at the Stockton Civic Auditorium.

Hansen leads Cross-Cultural Workshops

Chaplain

·
�2325
71�
g44.. 7F
f, I

UOP's Office of Extended Education will be offering two weekend
courses for 1 unit each by Dr. Halvor P. Hansen in Communications.
The worksh ops provide participants with an opportunity to study
cultural variables (such as attitudes, beliefs, life stylc;s, etc) that are
major sources of communication difficulty among different cultural
backgrounds.
.
. g
The worksh ops are scheduled for Feb. 20-21 ("Con:m�mcatl?
with Verbal Language") and Feb. 27-28 ("Commum�tmg .w1th
Non-Verbal Language") in Knoles Hall, Room 211. Sessions wlll be
held on Friday evenings from 4- 10 p.m. and Saturday from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. Call 946-2424 or stop by the Extended Education Office for
further information and enrollment forms.

National service accepting summer applicants
The National Colleg e Internship Service, specializing in internship
dev elopment for college students, is now accepting applications for
Summer 1987 internships.
. .
Placem ents are available with sponsoring compames m New York
City, on Long Island, and in Westchester. Placements are individuai Y
designed, fully supervised, and evaluated. New for 1987: more patd
internships.
.
.
e
Please call or write for application matenal: Nattonal Colleg
ew York
Internship Service, 374 New York Avenue, Hunti�gton,
11743, (516)673-04,40 or contact your career and mternsh1ps placement offices on campus.

!
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Hewitt to address Iran scandal

�

e�ce d�
Dr. Jerry Hewitt, of the philosophy and political
ation 15
inistr
tm ents, will be speaking on the problems the Reagan Adm
to !he
arms
of
sale
facing concerning the recent exposure of the illegal
ation
present
Y
WedneSda
on
Contras in Nicaragua. This Feb. 18 World
will take place in the Bechtel International Center.

tonight
Kerri gan Blac k will sing his s ongs

'::

ing to Get
Kerrigan Black will perfo rm his musical sho"! ••Try
er
form
per
11Us
Home" tonight at 7 p. m. in Long Theatre.
d
an
,
decades
the
of
costumes to represent the different composers
rap.
to
gos
styles ranging from spiritual to jazz, contemporary
Blac
n,
t?ruo
ent
Stud
Black's presentation is sponsored by Black
ry Mont
Studies and UPB EAT Lectures. It is part of� B�k HiSto
Celebration, "We're All Part of the Color of L1fel

�
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Prosp ective students visit Pacific 'o�ernigh
.
campus

.
will be visitmg the
ApproKimately 120 h1gh school .sentors .
Overnight Program.
e
th
on Feb. 15 and 16, participating �
be visiting certain
The, prospective students and thelf paren
of the campus
emeberS
cl asses and attending special programs.
· calendars and make
ell'
com munity are urged to put the event on
these visitors feel welcome .

s�will
All:;:

\..

CIA "did everything but stuff the
(ballot) boxes."
Over S,<XXl people have died
during this destabilization effort,
most of them peasants, women,
and children - not soldiers. Stock
well estimates that over a million
deaths can be attributed to
American covert destabilization
efforts, "all for natio� security."

W

Help with study skills is available at the Academic Skills Center in
the form of mini courses. How to Study Math will be offered Feb. 12
Listening/Notetaking on Feb. 18 and How to Study Gener
C hemistry on February 19. These mini courses are held from 6:30 to 8
p.m. in the Academic Skills Center in WPC 241. For more
information call 946-2458 .
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reveals CIA secrets

Nows Ed•tor

Study Skills taught at Academic Mini Courses

DE

t

hat people would live where
their government would·
a) fmance a war against a third
world government that was establi
shing a literacy program, a health
program, and working toward a
free enterprise system;
b) blatantly break the laws they
had set for themselves;
c) work toward the destabilization
of one-third of the countries of the
world;
d) use a 'the communists are co
ming" rationalization for increas
ing their defense budget?
What kind of people live in a
country like this? Most of you do,
according to former CIA employee
John Stockwell, who presented his
experiences and viewpoints on
world affairs Tuesday evening.
Stockwell began the evening
with the discussion of the Contras
in Nicaragua, a faction the United
States has pumped million of dol
ars intfl -;ince the
et aJml
strabon.
I d
in that Lt 1tral American country, the Sandin
istas, have been made out, through
the press, to be a group that needs
to be eliminated.
The United State:. recruited men
from Honduras, guided them,
funded them, and sent them to
destabilize the Sandinistan govern
ment
in Nicaragua.
These
••freedom fighters," as President
Reagan has called them, have
"systematically, under our direc
tion, been blowing up graineries,
sawmills, bridges, government of·

During his
the CIA.

fi

Pac1 Jnl Jeff Stewart
peech, John StockweU talked about the diverse activities of

�

el.
He then described graphically
why observers have called the
Contras (Reagan's freedom fight
ers), "as bad as we've seen."
Approximately 100,000 Americans
have travelled to Nicaragua to wit
ness the actions of the United
States-supported Contras. What
they see, Stockwell says, is a group
that has gone through the country
murdering and torturing its citi7.ens.
"We claim they're building a
war machine that threatens the

stability of all Central America,"
says I kwell, dding, "they, n
are t>Cina t·
v� J>09r ou
tacked by the world's richest coun
try, but we don't give them the
right to defend themselves."
Americans have observed that
the Nicaraguan elections were
among the fairest they have ever
seen in Central America. President
Reagan and the State Department
noted that they were "models to be
copied elsewhere in the world."
And yet, Senator Jesse Helms told
the press that "the CIA has spent
$2.2 million to buy and rig those
elections." Stockwell notes that the

stating the opening of the presiden
tial position at Pacific. Additional
ads were also placed in several
publications which were aimed spe
cifically towards audiences of min
ority candidates and women.
The efforts to further increase
the number of qualified applicants,
the executive search firm of Korn/
Ferry fnternational was employed
by the Presidential Search Com
mittee. Dr. John Phillips, a partner
of Korn!Ferry International has
spend approltimately two weeks of
his time in the search for presiden
tial candidates and will ultimately
be responsible for the background
checking of the semi-fmalists.
The total number of candidates
who have been either nominated or
applied themselves, is 205. As of
January 14, 1987, however, 51

candidates remained active (did
not decline or withdraw, and were
not reened out). Of this number,
23 are/were presidents or chancel
lors of institution. of higher educa
tion; 22 are/were vice presidents,
vice chancellors; two are/were
deans or associate deans; and four
hold/held positions in non;profit
aaencies, foundations, private en
terprises, etc.
When asked to explain why such
a large number of candidates
were/are presidents and vice presi
dents, Norman Allen, student re
presentative on the Presidential
Search Committee, said, "There
are many degrees of institutions of
higher learning. A president of a
two year college may be interested
in a four year college. Or, a vice
president of a . mall community

1

,
hoots and health centers"
icaragu a, nccording to Stock

,

_

What does Stockwell think of a
national leader who would support
and fmance such action?
"Mr. Reagan," Stockwell stat·
es, "as you know well, is not
apologetic. He has a f�ntion on
the Contras. He said they're the
moral equivalent of his founding
fathers. The whole world has to
gasp and budder at this confession
of his family tradition."
Although presenting this infor
mation with a spark of wit when
ever possible, Stockwell spoke very
seriously.
"This is the most dangerous
man in the hi tory of the world,"
he said, referri113 to Reaga n.
OclCw noted lli on mo1e lhan
several occasions he has found
Reagan to be inconsistent and illo
gical in his reasoning. "He really
did say you can call back cruise
missiles," brings out Stockwell, de
�bing how the missle is sent out
reading the terrain as it moves
ahead toward its destination.
These missiles, however, do not
have the ability to read the terrain
backward if in fact they were called
back. Another important fact: "It
doesn't have landing gear. When it

(See Stockwell, page 2)

Search committee· finding successor
Kim Nguyen

St ff Wr.ter

T

he final tasks of the University
presidential Search Committee

are
being
embarked
upon.
Nominations and applications have
been received, and candidate files

reviewed.

Applicants wefe rated last
month by the Presidential Search
Committee as being "of definite
interest," "of some interest," "of
marginal interest," or "of no inter
est." The criteria for this rating
was the newly proposed and estab
lished set of expected qualifications

of candidates.
Thus the ideal university president would possess:
1. An earned doctorate or its
equivalent.
2. A record of university teach
ing and scholarship.
3. A record of upper-level acade
mic administration.
4. Eltperience in effectiveness in

fund-raising.
5. Eltperience in working effec
tively with faculty, staff, students,
parents, community groups, gov
ernment agencies, and members of

governing boards.
.
6. An awareness of the 1ssues
facing independent higher educa
tion.
7. A commitment to academic
excellence as applicable.
Those candidates whom at least
half of the group ranked as being
"of defmite interest" or "of some
interest," were then pulled for
further discussion. However, any
committee member could ask that
an applicant be "carried" for
further consideration even if he
had not received the suggested
votes of one-half.
Since early September 1986, an
ad . has appeared weekly in �e
on
Chronicle of Higher Educati

Business

's

tick around - The best is yet to
Ott Thompson
II ended his Friday Symposiwn Lec
ture. The lecture was cona:med with
the relationship between higher
education and business.
Thompson, a graduate of Alleg
heny College, went on to managing
real estate and investments for
Life
General
Connectic ut
Insurance Co., and First Mort·
gage of Texas. He moved on to
become president of Western
Mortgaae Co. in 1967. ln 1972, he
was appointed executive vice presi
dent, investments, for Pacific Mu
tual. Thompson is currently senior
international advisor of Pacific
Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Thompson's own conviction
come," is how

·

education link reinforced

By Luis Santo Domingo
Staff Wnter

college may be interested in a lar
ger, private university. Or perhaps
the candidate is presently residing
on the East Coast and is interested
in moving out to California. In no
case, however, would these applic
ants be taking a step down. The
University of the Pacific if a fine
institution.
At. this point, the next step for
the: Presidential Search Committee
is to narrow down the group of 20
candidates to approximately six
preferred semi-fmalists. The a�
plicants with the hi gher total scores
will then be referred to the Board
of Regents (the governing body of
the University of Pacific) Presiden
tial Search Committee. This re
commendation should be handed
to the Regents by the first of
March, according to Allen.

sparked him to speak on the mu
tual expectations of business and
higher education "That we are at
the threshold of an information
society." With this belief in mind,
Thompson gave several percep
tions of a busines man's expecta
tions of higher education.
"Higher education will continue
to provide an adequate supply of
appropriately educated young gra
duates to satisfy i� needs for
growth and diversification."
"Higher education will come to
regard itself as the producer, the
marketer, and the supplier of a
proouct (the graduate); with busi
ness being thought of as the custo
mer, client or consumer."
Thompson also had several re
marks of what higher education
expects of business. "Business
should understand, recognize and
•

commit to the absolute necessity of
encouraging, supporting and
maintaining a healthy higher edu·
cational system." He also stated
that "business encourages a philo
sophy and a system which will
promote the steady interchange of
educators and business managers.

,

Speaking with him after his lec
ture, Tho mp on felt that the busi
ness sector and higher education
need to work with one another
closely. If that happens, "The best
will come," according to Thomp
son.
Friday symposiums are held Fri
day at noon in El Centro. Soup,
salad, and refreshments are availa
ble for $1 donation to all those
who attend.
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Rush to file aid papers plagued by

By Stephanie Gandy

-�

News Ed1tor

.t's frur to �Y his proposals are
not going to be seriouslY con
sidered by Congress," statea UOP
Fmancial Aid Director Paul Phillips,
of President Reagan's proposed cuts
in the studtnt financial aid budgt:t.
For the fifth year in a row, the
president has drawn up dramatic
cuts in federal aid, including the
GSL, NDSL, and SEOG pro
grams. In the past, Congress has
defeated the proposals, and it is
hypothesized that they will do so
again this year.
There have been a number of
changes enacted already in federal
aid programs, effective Oct. 17,
1986. They have been outlined
briefly in The Pacijican in the past,
and now more specific information
is available.
The Guaranteed Student Loan
program has undergone more
changes than any other this year.
The amount students are eligible to
borrow has increased from $2,500
during �y given year of study, to

$2,625 for each of the Jirst two
years, and $4.<XX> per year fnr
subsequent years of study. Under
graduates who are eligible to re
ceive GSLs may borrow a ,na,J.
mum total of$17,250.
Graduate and Pharrn. D stu
dents are permitted under the new
rules to borrow $7,500 for each
school year, with an aggregate tot
of$54,750.
1n addition to the amount in
creases, however, there have been
changes in the criteria for GSL
eligibility, which may force some
students to seek other resources. In
the past, dependent students with
familY incomes less than $30,<XX>
were automatically considered for
Joan money. Under the new guide
lines, every student must co�plete a
SAAC (or FAF) and go through a
thorough "need analysis" screen
ing process in order to be deemed
eligible.
Dependent students who have
relied on GSLs to fulfill their
"expected family contribution"
obligations will be unable to
continue doing so under the new

al

changes.
According to Phillips, the gov
ernment intends to save money by
restricting the number of GSLs
issued. At the same time, however,
it is hoped that more GSL-eligible
students will remain in college after
being able to borrow larger sums
of money.
Maximum amounts that can be
borrowed unoer National Direct
Student Loans - now tagged Per
kins Loans - have also risen.
Undergraduates are now able to
borrow a total of $9,000, while
graduate and Pharm. D students
may receive up to $18,<XX> from the
program during the course of their
education.
The California Loan to Assist
Students (CLAS) program has also
followed suit, by increasing the
loan limit to $4,<XX> armually, with
an aggregate maximum of$20,000.
The CLAS loan is a loan parents
may take out to assist their chil
dren in college.
With all of these loan limits on
the rise, the issue of student indebt
edness has become a nationwide

concem. "For many graduates, the
vemmental loans that got them
· �e education, that got them �e
obs may total more than therr
incomes," according to
USA Today's Feb. 4 Opinion section.
Phillips stated that he sees three
options for the studen� of family
having difficulty meenng college
costs. The frrst is to research other
resources. This may be an additiona! loan, or a larger one; the
student working more over the
summer or during the school year;
of
.ting other forms
or investiga
.
.
fimanc1al asststance- reIauves, ..1 or
example.
The second alternative is to cut
costs. Each student or family �ay
have different methods of �educmg
existing costs, whether tt be a
decrease m housmg, food, or utility expens es, or a genera l
"tightening of the belt."
The third choice Phillips cited
was the availability of the aforementioned CLAS loan, with a
newly-reduced interest rate of 3.75
percent above the Treasury Bill

By Stephanie Gandy

0

News Ed1tor

ver the past few months,
news of the United States Iran arms scandal has covered the
news pages of nearly every major
newspaper in the country. It is
rare, however, that a former mem
ber of the CIA, the very
organization under suspicion
throughout the crisis, speaks out
on the issue. While John Stockwell
visited the UOP campus last
Tuesday, he commented on the
Iran situation.
"No one has yet really answered
'why did this incredible contaradic
tion occur'," began Stockwell,
who explained a step
step pro
cess leading to the United States'
dealing with Iran.

P,ac1fl n/, Pat 1<•.\ltl'\) ,
On Tuesday, Dr. Richard Wilson, a candidate for the deanship of the

new School of International Studies, was on campus for interviews
and a tour of the school.

Ass,stant News Ed1tor

r. Richard Wilson, professor
Dof political science at Rutgers
UniVfmty in New Jersey visited
Pacific Thesday for a full day of
meetings with UOP faculty and ad
ministration.
Wilson, a candidate for the dean
of the new School of International
Studies, began his day at 7 a.m. by
meeting with Dr. Hewitt of the
history department, then with Aca
demic Vice President Oscar Jarvis,
President Stan McCaffrey and a
host of others.
Wilson is visiting California on
his way to the University of Seoul
in Korea where he will be teaching
on a Fullbright Scholarship. In
Korea, Wilson will be teaching
classes in Chinese politics, and says
that because his wife is Korean,
"we will also be visiting relatives."
Wilson recalled that when he
applied for the position of SIS
dean, he planned his trip through
California accordingly, "in the
hopes that someone would ask him
to visit."
Dr. Wilson's visit came as a
surprise to much of the UOP
community. Future SIS students,
the only people invited to Wilson's
'Open Meeting wth Students,'
were notified of his visit only 24
hours in advance. The general
student population, executives of
ASUOP, and The Pacifican staff
were not notified at all.
Approximately ten students of
the School of International Studies
attended the 45 minute introduc
tion. Students posed questions to
Wilson on the school's facult ,
-------

budgetary constraints, and its influence on other departments in
the school.
According to Jennifer Woodford, a student attending the ses
sion, Wilson was impressive."He
seems to care a lot about th e school
and how it gets off the ground. He
saw the problems it might have if
monetary funds were denied," said
Woodford.
JoArtne Battles, another SIS stu
dent, also saw Wilson as compet
ent, with a long list of credentials
and background with other
schools. However, Battles felt she
had little to base her judgement on
and would like to meet the other
candidates as well.
Wilson's reviews, however, were
mixed. When asked how she would
feel with Wilson as her dean,
Venilde Geronimo said that she
"felt a little hesitant" about Wil
son, and "didn't feel he would be
the right person for the job."
When asked about the school's
core program, Geronimo said
Wilson did not answer directly,
possibly because of "all the bur
eaucratic business that goes on
here."
Howard Moseley, another SIS
student, agreed with Geronimo's
concerns about Wilson. Moseley
felt Wilson was "impressionable."
"I feel that he is so impressionab 
le, he may get caught in the bur
eaucracy," said Moseley. "I
wasn't too impressed with him as a
leader."
Wilson lunched with members
of the Search Committee, the same
committee which will ultimately
make recommendations for the deanshi .

STUDY
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Stockwel l

(continued/rom page 1)

1

lands, it goes kaboom. I wouldn't
want to call one back," he ex
plained.
"The trouble is," he says, "we
confuse our movie heroes with our
Presidents, who have to have men
tal competence."
"He is appealing to us not to
think. You don't have to be re
sponsible. We don't have to take
care of our old people, we don'�
have to take care of our poor
people, we can cut aid to college
students, we can cut every social
service." This impression worries
Stockwell, who mentions that the
consequences of our actions today
are not being fully considered. He
says that the president believes we
are living our Armageddon and
essentially the end of humanity at
this time.
"As he goes out in his old age,
he sees the whole world, the whole
human race, going out with him,"
said StockweU, who mentioned
that he was not appearing in order
to "make cheap shots" at the
president. He also told the audi
ence that his information can be
found in books and articles
accessible to us all. Stockwell
named a number of these sources
throughout his talk, encouraging
listeners to read up on the actions
of the government.
During the course of the eve
ning, Stockwell told listeners that
the government and the ClA, an
organization with unimaginable
power, have constantly been in
volved in several covert operations
to destabilize nations. The victims

·

·

·

.�

·

EUROPE

All courses are in English
Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks ( ± $250)

Secretary English Programmes
Kard\naa\ Morc\arplaln 2, S-3000 Leuvan, Belgium

..

,_

are primarily third world nations
who are ''too poor or too weak to
tight us off," he says.
He alerted the audience that
there are currently a number of
threats to our personal freedoms as
United States citizens. Among the
possible results: the ClA would
have the right to censorship prior
to the publishing of any literature,
would be able to take away passports without just cause; criminal
prosecutions of organizations not
particularly liked by the ClA, and,
exclusion of the press from information whenever the ClA deemed
it appropriate. Stockwell mentions
that Edwin Meese is currently touring the United States proclaiming
that our frrst amendment rights are
"myths," and not guaranteed by
the Constitution.
· ularly
Stoekwell says he IS paruc
upset by the glorification of war
and violence in America today.
"By the time kids graduate from
high school, it's estimated that they
spend more hours watching violence on television than in the classroom," he said. Representation of
war in the United States is warped,
he says.
About Army ads: "If there were
truth in advertising would there
, _____
_.._
·

r

for the schoo l portion to be �
pleted, pick it up after a few
and mail it with the SAAc to
Berkeley.
Non-California residents Ill
complete the Financial
(FAF) by May 1, at the latest.
In addition to these forms, thtrt
is a separate one-page UQp �
form that must be fill ed out �
submitted to the
�
Office. The priority deadline t
aid applications for UO P and ��
Cal Grants in March 2. Stu�
are urged to complete their P8PII
work as soon as possible. o.�.:
0·0n students must remember·to
•
subm it a copy of parents • (If
dependent student), spo use's applicable) and student's in �
taX returns. It is recommended
....,
before
tum in tax documents
.
1 in order to avmd dela y ed a�
n �tification.
Th SAAC FAF U OP �
and s�ppleme�tal m�terials f
Grants farms and business:
availabie at th� Office of Fi1l1aDcil
'�
Aid

Financial
In

M�

�

·

There had been some specula
tion on whether or not President
Reagan knew that the dealings
were taking place, but Stockwell
asserted, "he has admitted that he
knew what was happening," ad
ding that directional paperwork
bearing Reagan's sigrtature was un
covered during the ensuing investi
gation.
"The only plausible denial that
they have for him," Stockwell
explained, "is that he was under
drugs or that he was mentally
incompetent to remember and un
derstand the implications of what
this was all about."
Stockwell has discerned that Ca
sey, ("truly one of the greatest
scowidrels'.)"would have· gone to
jail or been impeached lflie hadn't
suffered cancer of the brain."

not be a few seconds of young men
with their legs blown off above the
knee and their intestines wrapped
around their necks, for that's what
war is all about, isn't it?
Stockwell seemed frustrated
about figureheads who make
references to war, yet have never
experienced it, as he has. Sylvester
Stallone, who portrays the
American war hero Rambo, was
coincidenta lly "in Switzerland
teaching physical education in a
girl's school" during the Vietnam
War, he said.
Reagan also alludes to having
seen four wars. "He saw those wars
from Hollywood, where the blood
is catsup," commented Stockwell
noting that real war is much dif:
�
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The Ladies of Delta Gam
ma welcome our be
autiful
new pledges
••••

Julie DeArmond
Jenny DeBernard
Amy DeFord
Juliette Donohue
Cheryl Ericsson
Kristine Ferry

:

�
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Incidentally, Casey would haYt
been a key witness in the investip.
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Secretary of State Georae
Schultz showed a turn awa y fn1a
the president when the covert �
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"The way this thing started is
quite clear, despite the denials and
unnecessary confusion of the
press," he says, "William Casey's
objective was to free American
hostage William Buckley from his
Iranian captors, who eventually
tortured and killed him.
Stockwell then stepped into re
trospect, mentioning that the
United States has laws against deal
ings with Iran. , "We are also in
the business of prosecuting corpor
atins in the United States for deal
ing with Iran."
Following the exposure of the
government's sale and shipment of
American weaponry to Iran, howe
ver, "this prosecution has been
·n e1 nd out:
droppM rto ,
that the president'has been break
ing the law," he said.

Kirstin Blue

Complete programmes In Philosophy for the
degrees of B.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme �·�
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Rebecca Blount

The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belguim offers
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The Fratemity : Choices and challenges

·E l ec t io n s n e a r

yes, it 's that time ?f the year again. ASUOP election
s
o
us. Pote
office holders will be hang
ing up po rs
again upon lr. poil��1al
tlc:al faces. In the past, UO
putting on th�
P students have been
hen 't comes 1own to seeking
w
etiC
th
pa
a
ed
coil
offices and voting. But
.
f?e. lookmg up thiS year, at least candidate-wise
things seem to
'(hree promiSmg stu�ents hav� declared that they
are s�king the
of A SUOP President. ThiS number is definately
office ro
an improve
mentf m two !'ears ago when only one person ran.
'[he Senatonal seat� also seem to be becoming popular. Ea
ch class
/UIS three senator:. ThiS year, every clas,s except the senior clas,s has at
/east three ca_nd1dates. The curr_ent freshman class brought with it an
attitude of mvolve�ent. Du_rmg the summer, over 40 candidates
applied for the pos1t1ons ava1/able. If these students don 't fall into a
pattem of apathy, the number of office seekers should only get better
over the years.
But having � large number ?f candidates is only one part of a
¢esusj f election. The second Important step is voting. The number
o/ candidates s�o�s that students really want to cast
off the label of
apathy. If a ma;onty of the �tudents really want to make a difce
feren
(hey need to elect a person mto office who is willing to listen to thei�
b
pro le� and concerns. Only students can put that person into office

:;: :�

]Art year, only 905 people of over 3500 voted. That 's about 26
percent of the students decidingfor the entire student body. That 's not
tven a majority. Students often complain that
they don 't know about
/he elections or t�a! they don 't kn� w the candidates. ASUOP provides
several opportumttes for the candidates to introduce themse
lves to the
general student body andfor the student body to becomefamiliar with
the candidates. On Feb. 19, at 7:30 p.m. in the conference room, the
presidential candidates will be participating in a debate. For lhose who
ctm't make it, a second debate will be held Monday, Feb. 23 in the uc
patio at noo�.
.
The candidates Will also hold a press conference with The Pacifican
next week. The Editorial Board wilf choose one candidate to endorse.

by votmg.

Stay tuned.
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il your paper was of interest to
me. To capsulize my last twenty
JQn of research plus 40,000 pages
of material into one column is not
IIY, however, if one were to over
iaqllify. and generalize they could
deduce that the pursuit of INTER
EST BEARING
MONEY,
(Yotlcreby money has an artificial
value set by men - not women Mr yet as are gold prices set by
live men in England) would be the
root cause of racism.
Egyptian Amon Priests, long befen the Hebrew Exodus, exploited
tbe people's need to eat and ac
� grains. They, the people,
ll!le charged a sur charge, a fee
llbeit a profit to insure against
future drought. However, some
.:bolars agree that the charge of
the profit - the motive of profit,
I3USed the drought. The early
�rews, though no fault of
theirs, they being a very primitive
�pie united by the mysterious
YaWah, assumed the role of the
ADkln Priests and let Priest Craft
come into their King-... and later in the Palestine
�. The practice of USURY grew
to be the accepted reality, before,
lld during the reign on King Solo
IliOn, the world's richest man, 1000
The Temple at Jerusalem was
COre of the world of commerce
time. The Hebrew founder,
_ liiil , is also the founder of
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tured by Babylonia. Racism reared
its ugly head as the people of the
known world enslaved each other
- the Hebrews fairing no better
under the Greeks and then the
Romans. The material wealth of
the known world was now being
redistributed by might making
right.
Jesus came to the heart of the
Hebrew nation to warn the money
at
changers of
io
RY and TAXATION promotes
racism - encouraging slavery and
drudgery for all people.
Jesus was a teacher, and meta
physician, who taught that in order
to have peace among people, they
would have to share all material
things, common and natural re
sources (not personal affects) Acts
4:32-37 . Only a few Essenes and
enlightened people caught on.
They became the early Christians
(an outlaw group, who wanted free
money, and a new leaded coin to
be distributed to the poor). They
were severely persecuted, more so
than modem day persecutions. At
least no one is being fed to the
lions.
Now, to this very day, usurytaxation without true representa
tion and political priest craft �as
endured, 1lfld with it racism, whic
is merely a word to say: We � t
sharing money and matenality
with you; "let us not fo�get that
to
poo r whi tes are sub ject
reas
whe
l,
wel
as
economic racism
of the
rich whites, ignore the plight
.
ans
casi
.
poro cau
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FRATERNITY: a word synony
mous with some of Dad's most
outlandish stories. Stories which
God forbid, Mom will never hear.
It's also a word some people not in
fraternities seem to know a lot
about - especialy
l those expressing
their enlightened views in the last
two issues of the Pacifican - after
all, the group (fraternity) is a
terrible thing (the world according
to them). These superior indivi
duals will have a lot of fun when
they discover a world full of bigger
fraternities in the real world called slightly different things like
"team ," "company," "corpora
tion," "state, " and "nation. "
More interestingly however, at
this very moment , the word
FRATERNITY probably occupied
a larger part of the minds of the
rushees and rushers than does wat
er in the Pacific ocean. In other
words, big decisions are pending in
the big hours ahead which will
determine who will forse the next
link in the traditions of five frater
nities.
And indeed, they arc big deci
sions. Rushees will have to identify
their own class and social bearing
in order to make a match with the
background, preledictions, and
personalities of the fraternities in
question. And fraternity members
will have to think seriously about
those they want to continue the
traditional they will remember for
the rest of their lives.
A great deal can be said about
fraternities. And obviously, after a
number of rush parties, a couple of
Pacificans and a pop-off session
or two, a lot has already been said:
the traditions, the brotherhoods,

the bonds - all of which seem to
bring together some deeply moving
evolution of ideals and character
creating a young man's first experi
ence in society's limelight.
Yet, after all the mumbogumbo,
one question still prevails - which
one? It's not uncommon for ru
shess to flip six billion coins to
arrive at a decision. And so, the
early Easter present of this essay to
rushees is to provide some means
to an alternative to the coin.
For some reason, the decision ·
has a simple answer. For others,
there seems no answer. And for
still others, their answer will be
spoon fed to them. But what still

"The word Fraternity probably occupied a larger part of
the minds of the rushees and rushers than does water in
the Pacific Ocean.''

remains? What might be left to
trace through? How can this ques
tion of a fraternity find a solution
in a rushee's mind?
Start by respectfully evaluatins
your own goals for college and the
here-after. Is a fraternity import
ant? In 20 years from now, which
fraternity do you see yourself most
a part of? In 20 minutes from now,
which fraternity do you see your
self a pledge at? What is it only
you (read the "only you" part
again) hope to gain by being an
intesral part of a group of college
students you'll never forget? Re
member, you are joining a tightly
held group of 60 odd people, but
only one body of people. In other

Resp onse s i nd icate
rack of u nqersta rid i ng

Dear Editor:
As a member of the University

of the Pacific community, and as a
black female member of the cam
pus, I was disappointed, to say the
least, with last week's references to
racism in the paper; more specifi
cally to the newspaper's asking
only white students about racism.
Some of the responses indicated a
lack of understanding on the part
of those students of what racism is
or what racism does to its victims
both mentally and emotionally.
One response indicated that the
respondent felt racism was not the
problem of whites but those who
live in the "Ghetto" only. I would
like to respond to at least these
issues by saying first, things are
better overtly than for my parents
or grandparents, but racism is alive
and well even at UOP (surprise!) .
The overt racism of yesterday is
not expedient for our interwoven,
technical , and sophisticated society
"except perhaps in a remote town
in Georgia. " Nevertheless, institu-

tional racism still victimizes many
people. For example, how many
blacks or other races are on the

boards of our 1arse corporations

and our institutions of higher
learning?
Attitudes of prejudice exist in
how we view each other. If the
comment that racism is "their"
problem is among us, then so is
racism. For if I separate society
into mine and theirs, then separat
ism is planted in our minds and
false ideas about each other are
given room to be born.
Caring enough to learn more
about each other, I believe we can
fmd more likes among people than
differences.
I think as a community of higher
learning we should be also careful
that our attitudes reflect the high
est society has to offer for all
people. Especially in our commu
nication mediums.
Ms. Joyce

C rowd shou ld c h i l l out

Dear Editor:

I attended the Cyndi Lauper
concert on Feb. 1 , 1987 and I
thoroughly enjoyed it. Ms. Lauper
is quite a performer despite what
some have said of her singing
abilities.
My point in this missive is to
show my disapproval of those in
attendance that irritated Ms. Lau
per by throwing objects at her. If
any of those immature people are

words, it's a far cry from the Boy
Scouts Club you and your buddy
joined years ago.
Think of the fraternities
themselves. Realize that there are
large differences between the five
fraternities, between the challenses
they take, and between the ideals
they hold - not necessarily the
shirts they wear, the cigars they
smoke, of the gasoline they mix in
their beer; but rather, the
structure, the organization , the
unity, and the pll!dge programs
In short, is this fraternity a winner
or a I�? Are you a winner or a
loser? That's a toughy.- Obviously, some aspects of a

actual UOP students, then that
presents a pretty bad picture of my
fellow collegians.
Events such as Ms. Lauper's
concert should be attended by ma
ture enough people to appreciate
the efforts being put out by a given
performer.
"Chill out; Don't make this ug
lier than it is" next time.
Antonio Porras D

fraternity are difficult to judge like pledge programs. Quite a lot
will be rumored about pledging it's a special syndicate of the Na
tional Enquirer. And of course,
many will use it to make other
fraternities look foolhardy - to
which I simply say, pledging has a
purpose. Find out why fraternities
perpetuate their own forms of the
ritual every year. Look at what
pledging accomplishes in the frat
ernity by asking those who know it
best - the fraternity members them
selves.
Then there are the more obvious
indications of a fraternity by which
to judge. Are you the type of
person that will strive to be active

Dear Editor:
Last week I happened to pick up
the February S, 1987 issue of The
Pacifican. I would like to briefly

respond to a letter to the editor
from Patrick Kennerly ("System
questioned").
I don't know what compels peo
ple to write letters of this nature,
but anyone who thinks fraternity
rush is all about how much beer
you can drink, how many drugs
you can absorb and how much
your father makes, is sadly mista
ken. People who think fraternities
revolve around brawls, funny
looking letters and herding cattle,
are hopelessly naive. Fraternities
are a means of developing close,
long term relationships with people
you might otherwise never meet;
they are about teamwork, competi
tion and belonging.
Greek houses are unlike other
organizations because they cross
the bounds of ethnic group, reli
gion, academic standins, year in
school, and major. The only �
quirement for membership is a
minimum G.P .A. They allow peo
ple to meet people of different
class standing, from different con
stituent schools with different soci
al, academic and athletic interests.
Houses and letters do not create
friendships among Greeks. The let·
ters are only symbols of the organi
zations, no different from
"band," "team," "dorm," or
"college." The houses provide a
setting for meetings, social activit
ies and daily life. Greeks are not
isolationists or snobs as some peo
ple would like to think. They are
students who are involved in the
·
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By Paui Touw

community. They interact with
other members of the community.
They are R.A.s and student advi
sors; they work in student govern
ment and join clubs. Greeks are
students, just like everyone else.
More importantly, involvement
in the Greek system gives members
a step up into their futures. I have
taken a year off from school to
work before applying to law
school. During the year I have
talked to Pacific alumni who work
locally. If they were members of
the Greek system, regardless of
their house or their age, it gave us a
sense of camaraderie. House rival
ry does not go past graduation, but
Greek identity does.
My affiliation with a Greek
house also helped me with law
school applications because I was
able to contact alumni to get in
sight into schools. Though I never
asked for a recommendation from
one of my house's alumni, I felt
like I could have. In the competi
tive world of the job market and
graduate school admissions, this
advantage alone would have been
enough to make me consider join
ing the Greek system.
No, I didn't need funny looking
letters to make friends at UOP.
No, the friends I made in the
Greek system are not the only
friends I would like to keep in
touch with through the years. Gi
ven my experience since gradua
tion, I have no doubt that I made
the right choice by becoming a
member of a Greek organization.
Robert Reed
Padfk Alumnus
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in the fraternity of your choice? If
so, does that orpnization take a
more active approach towards var
ious functions: Homecoming,
Band Frolic, Pop-off Deliberations
(small joke), Rush itself? What
level of intensity or spirit has each
house taken upon itself (or ha.�
built into itselt) throughout the
year to achieve the types of
functions or goals you may have
witnessed? Take an objective look
at these questions and others while
asking inquisitive questions of the
members themselves.
All in all, you have to make the
fmal decision. It is your time to be
outright selfish in your opinions
because that's what the system de
mands of you. You are in college:
as a result, you're fully capable of
malting such a decision. And when
you make your own decision,
you're the winner.
You see, you're about to em
bark on possibly one of college's
most compelling experiences. You
will become a part of a chain which
goes as far back as the horse and
buggy, and which exists in one
form or another on almost every
college campus around the globe.
Your fraternity experience will
only play a small part in the course
of a lifetime, and before you know
it, you'll be flying back for your
20th year reunion (even this
depends on the fraternity). So,
don't beat around the carrot bush
over a bad case of pre-bid nerves.
Be determined, confident, and
sharp. Make your own decisions
on your own footing and remem
ber, you'll never resret it.
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major Jeff Mirowski says. .
.
"Amerika , " says M uowskt,
who plays an American as well as a
Soviet soldier in the show, deals
with "a very human aspect of the
Russian side and the American

(CPS) - Critics have called the

Racial tensions ftare OD campuses

miniseries
ABC
upcom ing
"Amerika" everything from rightwing propaganda to a threat to
arms negotiations with the Soviet
Union to a great antidote to the
left-wing propaganda of 1985's
"The Day After" miniseries, but
two Nebraska college students who
_ the show say the critics
are m
are
all wet.
"It's not slanted," insists Shawn
Dawson, a Universtiy of Nebraska
f!lm studies sophomore who says
he "just fell into" a bit part in the
movie when the crew came to f!lm
in Lincoln and Tecumseh Nebras'
ka.
The 1 4-and-a-half-hour
"Amerika" takes place 10 years
after a Soviet takeover of the
Uni�ed States, but focuses more on
family problems and human char-

s
Six black Sinclair Community College and Wright State student
that
who live together in a Dayton, Ohio house last week reported
and
white teens have threatened them with bats, broken their windows
warned them to leave.
ed
Last summer, a group of blacks living in the same area complain
similar
off
police were slow to respond to their calls for help in fending

white attacks .
a
More than a third of the students at University of Virginia said iq
,
concerns
poll racism and racial tensions are their top campus
and
athletes
toward
favoritism
followed by tenure, the honor system,
drugs.
Federll appeals court rules professor can't 'casa out' studeats.
Midland (Texas) CoUege was correct in firing economics Professor
J .D. Martin for swearing at students - Martin claimed it was to
"motivate" them - in class after being warned not to, the Sth U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled last week.
Uah•enity of Nortb Cuolina trustees worTY UNC bas "too muy
women" at Chapel HUI.
In interviews with the Raleigh News and Observer, three trustees
said continuina to have a student body 53 percent female could
subsequently change alumni "patterns of giving" to UNC, and hurt
state funding because women earn less in business, thus diminishing
their "influence in the legislature."
Latest Beirut hostqes also have ties to U.s. campuses
Professor Alan Steen, one of four victims kidnapped in Lebanon
last week, taught at Humboldt State and Chico State in California ten
years ago.
But Mithileshwar Singh, another of the victims, listed his degree as
coming from Western Colorado University, a mail-order college that
was never accredited and closed down in 198 1 .
More coDeae athletes aceuted of mmes.
Police arrested four University of Texas - El Paso football players in
connection with the gaJ18 rape of a nonstudent at a campus dorm,
where the suspects allegedly told other men they could have sex with
her for $2.
And Berkeley Chancellor Ira Heyman mailed an explanation and
denunciation of date rape to all 31,000 of his students after four
football players were disciplined for forcing a woman to have sex with

side. ''

s
Dawson adds, " It really bother

en it
me that people who haven't se
criticize it."
.
The criticism has been rabtd ever
since ABC announced it would run
the show. Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War, for
example said the program would
"pour f�el on the embers of cold

war."
In recent weeks , soviet newspapers have reportedly issued al-

most daily denunciations of the
series.
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Personalized Tiger Love Messages

�WOMAN

Sweetness,
I'll love you-always. I'll be
there-always. You may be a
P . I .T.A., but you're my
P.I.T.A. l
Who loves ya,

Twinkle

Happy Valentines Day to my
sweet Uttle sis, Laurie Kempen!
Have a great weekend. P.S.
When's the sneak?
Love, Big Sis Stephanie

Mankillerl
Hey, you know who you are!
Have a hot and heavy Valen
tine's but stay away from men
in lingerie!

The Hanneyers:
Happy Valentine's Day
Mom, Dad, and of course, Su
sie. See you this weekend!
Love,
MaryEllen
Confidential to the Mistress of
Ted Turner: ' ' Are we in
Sweden?" "I'd like to buy it
ju$1 to roll on the floor and say
it's mine! " You're weird but we
love yal
Banana and Grapefruit.
Best wishes for a special Valentine's Day to the Big Bro's of
Delta neua Delta: Fernando,
Bruce, Marc, Doug and

�r�'::::

�::,:�n ��.� '":,�"";'.�

Valentine's Day t t Let's have
��!��o�� sweetie!
S.L.

��u are my everything! I'm

crazy about you! You're booty
isn't bad eitherl !
esc-

NEVER doubt your wonderful
ness - you are an angle. Happy
Valentine's Day.
tbe Htde woman

Lady Phi's love our guys Happy
Valentine's
Day.
Lorenda and JulesVicky's bored-time for a ROAD
TRIPI Any Friday is fme with
me. Have a great Valentine's
Day!
Jennifer
Keys Famlly
�om, 11er, EJic, �p
I love all of you. Happy Valen
tine's Day.
RusseU
Paige
Thanks for the last two weeks.
You are a wonderful friend.
I've got my fmgers crossed for
WRW and TV this weekend!
Lauren J.
Happy Valentine's Day. Waiting
to hear from you. Love always.
Geoff
U. Of A.

--1

-�
�
-

To Jen,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Crumbles

Debbie,

Happy Valentine's Day roommiel Make it a good one with
Mark!

Mary

Kitzy ,

Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, the Uzard

Moose, you are too swell for
words. Hang in there, spring
break and So. Cal are only
weeks away.
Robbie, our love only seems to
grow stronger. I miss you
always. I love you more in 87
than I did in 86. Happy V'day
everyday!

-

To an outstanding Tri Delta Big
Sis - Taml Jones
Have a
wonderful V'day!
Love your Lil' Sis, Deano

Eddie,
Happy Valentine's Day! I love
you and miss you!
Elaine

"Desperately Seeking" Ted V
What do I do now?? Ye$ Qr no?
You know what you're sup
posed to do . . . Friday - by
noon, OK?

CaroHne Bolls,
You're the greatest - your big
sisters love you! We'll do yogurt
soon . Happy Valentine's Day!

.

and Kati

laura Gooier,

Dear Mooska,
I miss our cockroach dancesl

Happy Birthday and Happy Va
lentine's Day!
Delta Love, .Elaine

Don't forget to "wear your hel
met! " I love you and Happy
Valentine's Day!

Thanks for all the love and

the bottom of the carmel com,
better than new pink st. Happy
Valentine's
Day!
Moogie

"ChUtl"

Oalre, you're and incredible m·

moogie.

sis. Have a great day! XOXO
your big sis,

·

·

Love and laughter lie ahead!
Happy Valentine's Day.
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Happy Valentine's Day! I love

Love, Jen
1.:=====�;.;_�--1'-------...:::.:;:.:::...J.

LISA BLAKE LEY

JANINE HUECK.LE

Ross,

you!

SHERR! MEYBERG

TRACI EDWARDS
NAOM I GONZALE

LGve, Sbannon

To a wonderful sliver sis, Toni,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Delta
Beth

the sun shines
happiness,
the stars sprinkle . . . romance,
the winds entice . · · adventure!

ALICIA BECKWIIT

LISA MARIE DORICH
· SUZETTE RILEY
ALISON DOWNING
CATHY RINALDO

Happy Valentine's Tri Delta

Sisters!

Happy Valentine's Day from
your Big Sister!
Delta Love, Elaine
·

LGve, Henska

Bombatta, you are the spider at

support. Happy Valentine's
Day. l love ya!

Expires Feb. 1 9
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c heese pizza plus 1 item.

Pitcher of your favorite soda.

offer good at Rico's Pizza

1 2 1 7 W . March Lane
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•
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sa 1 ad ber, and g arl ic
brA ad .
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ay
1 1 : 30 until 2 p . m .
offer good at Rico
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- ·
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Megan Cavagnaro

Lon-1-non, I lon-o-von-e yon-o
you! Happy red and black shirt
day.
KKKQUQUE (you know what I
mean).

�

.
t
,e alteflla l bave a

�,---.r.---�

Happy Valentine's Day ! ! !
It's been a wonderful 32
months. l love you!
Forever Yours,

vre are

·

Ollnese students a t 5 7 colleges publlsbed letter denouncing crack
down.
The letter, drafted by Chinese students at Columbia and circulated
to their countrymen at 56 other U.S. campuses, denounced the
Chinese government's crackdown on students in their homeland.
"The Washington Post" and "New York Times" published the
letter on the same day last week.
Notes fro m aD over:
Georgia Tech custodians complain it costs them $35,000 a year to
clean up peanut shells at the campus stadium.
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Tricia Krause

Russell Keys

Beth and Stacey, the best Silver
Sis and Big Sis a Delta could
have. You're the coolest! Have
the Best Valentine's Day ever.
Delta love and mine,
Toni

�

� 11gb 1Jl8ll� f us
�0 state of 1Jl DaY

Produdloa C'lrf'w

Dave,
Thanks for the good times
and the bad. I've learned so
much from and with you. I look
. forward to our future.
Love,
Me
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Mom,
Happy Valentine's Day from
your soon-to-be-a- graduate
son! I love you!
Cbuck
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BY Robyn Bullard
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JilJediSl� pink plastic products that
� � another year goes

�o gb

�

we

by, still

u many of us have chothis state of independence on
sen own, Valentine's Day often
our
like a holiday that we are
ste�f�Sded from.
folks, start including your-

��ell
sdves.

Television programs rev ie w. . .

t

people, it s that time
of lhe year again wbc:n that
L...:.�ay for couples (what's it called
c;onstantly nminds us with
� � and hoardes of

.

yes, tradivalentine's Day IS,
titNYJIIy for lovers. But that's not
the onlY form of celebration. There
11ft alternatives .
You can have a Valentine and

sliD remain footloose and fancy

free. Fmd someone else who is
single, preferably of the opposite
sex and agree to be each other's
a day. It's a great
Valentine for
the day without
lebrate
waY to ce
!Yin& any knots - sort of the "slip
knot" of the single world.

entine mood and
o your wardrobe
(but pl�, nothing with
hearts).
of hearts, no one can
Spea)ring
forget a�ut those ii"eat
little candY hearts With dumb little sayings on
them you can tell som
eone "I'm
yo�, ; send them "hugs
and kisSC:S• , or request "just one little
�s all . for the low, low, LOW
pnce �f J� 49 cents. For
more
graphic saymgs , check out
the
candy hearts at Interna
tional
�ports, with lines like
well;
Just check them out, OK?
If YO';J feel like going out, gather
��� friends and go have a drink.
ll be surprised at the num
ber
0� grieving singles at the bar
that
night. But don't grieve with them
J ust make sure one of them �
you a drink before you leav
e.
If you want to give some love to'
someo?e who's really lonely, go
to
an animal shelter - you'll get
more hugs and kisses there than
you ever imagined, VISitors are 
lowed to play with the animals and
�ou'll be surprised at how much
tune one can spend at this place. In
fact, there's a good chance you'll
come home with your own little
barking or mewing Valentine.
Last, don't forget your parents
and close relatives. Send flowers, a
telegram or card, or just make a
phone call . They may not be the
original idea of what a
is
supposed to be, but they'll appreci
ate it just as much - if not more.
There are a lot of other ways to
satisfactorily achieve a good Valen
tine's Day without being anybody's true love, just as many of us
enjoy those margaritas on Cinco
de Mayo without ever setting foot
in Mexico.
So go ahead and use your imagination. And after you have done
so, you can tell Gensler Lee Diamonds - remember, the store with
a heart? - what to do with their
commercials; you can have all of
the candy hearts to your self; and
most of all, you can feel like
you've made someone else happy
on Valentine's Day, without even
.

•

•

.

al

Valentine

Or, buy a box of Valentines -

you know, the kind you gave out in

grade school, because your teacher
and mother made you, those in the

dleS 0if

Quality cartoons hard to fin d
By Rob yn Bul lard

Feat ure Edito r

I

n these days of eve r
changing ways, we must
constanuy aaapt to tile· pnrases
"new and improved" and
"modernized", and it seems that
nothing is sacred anymore, not
even cartoons.
Now, when we hear that word,
most of us conjure up visions of
our favorite animated characters,
the ones we grew up with on
television. Bugs Bunny, Daffy
Duck, Yogi Bear and the Flint
stones will always have a place in
our hearts. They are classics in
their own right.
Well, thank goodness for clas

sics.

Cartoons have changed drasti
cally and, although it's sad to say,
they've changed for the worse.
Gone are the days of characters
that seem almost human with their
inhuman charm and quick wit.
Today's cartoon characters are
dry, insensitive blobs with no sense
of humor and too much technical
modern
Most
vocabulary.
cartoons are sci-fi centered, and
the characters live on strange plan-

ets, driving space-like mobiles that
don't even measure up to Fred
Flintstone' s foot-powered buggy.
One
such
cartoon
is
"Thundercats. " These cat-like
mutants uve on a planet cauea
Third Earth. They are, to sum it
up, just an animated version of
"Beyond Thunderdome". They
talk of "de-activators," "disin
tegrators," and other wonderful
toys. But please kids, don't do
this without asking Mom first.

Thanks!

Each of these cartoons has an
average of eight explosions, three
crashes and two violent battles, in
one 3{}-minute episode. The plots
are basically the same: good versus
evil, one planet trying to blow up
the other, etc. Now, granted
Road Runner and Wile E. Coyote
were the good and the evil, but this
is ridiculous.
The technological quality of car
toons recently has also taken a
steady do\vnward plunge. The co
lors are drab and the mouths of the
characters move about once every
four words - always forming the
wrong shape ( "o" for "i", for
example).

So why, with our constant ad
vances in such beneficial areas as
nuclear science and warfare, can't
we produce a decent cartoon?
Joseph Barbera, of the famed
cartoon team Hanna-Barbera, re
cently explained the plight of to
day's cartoons in a television inter
view. Hanna-Barbera produced
such famous cartoons as the Flint
stones, Yogi Bear and Huckleberry
Hound. When they produced these
cartoons years ago, Barbera ex
plained, the budgets for them were
astronomical. Cartoons were at the
peale of their careers. The audience
not only included children, but
adults as well. The cartoons were
simply animated versions of every
day adult life, scaled down to suit
the minds of children. ('l'fhe F1int
stones" was modeled after "The
Honeymooners.)
But as women's rights, racism
and other rising issues began to
take center stage, many cartoons
were wiped out because of their
supposed connotations. Betty and
Wilma were even once described as
being typical housewives, degrad
ing the modem woman.
As cartoons were gradually re-

duced to animated boredom, the
audience was gradually lost. The
decline in ratings meant less fun
dings, hence the current poor qual
ity of cartoons.
One of Hanna-Barbera's losses
Wll'l their self� "Tom and Jer
"
ry. When the funding for this
cartoon ran out , Hanna-Barbera
was forced to - quit writing the
scripts for it. A few years later,
however, another company bought
the rights to the cartoon, and it is
now produced, although not even
close to its original state, by this
other company.
So, in a nutshell, good television
cartoons are extinct. The only me
mories we have are re-runs of Qid
Warner Brothers, Hanna-Barbera
and other favorites. To see good,
new cartoons, one must buy a
cinema ticket, because you're not
going to get it from television. As
for today's children, let's hope
they like to sleep in on Saturday
mornings. We have been robbed of
one of the most innocent pastimes
in the history of history, and have
alternately been given frames of
junk from other planets.
Thufferin' Thuccotash.

U O P I nte rn a ti o n a l

Placement Center . . .

Th is wee k ' s jobs

The International Association of Students in Economics
and Commerce

AIESEC is holding a new member informational meeting
Thursday, Feb. 12 (today). All those interested in international
business and awareness should attend. The meeting is at 8 p.m. in the
Bechtel International Center. Please contact Verna in the Office of
International Services if you have any questions, 946-22A6.

Yes, it's time again for the rundown of this week's jobs, offered to
you by the Career Planning and Placement Center, located in
Anderson Hall, next to the Regents Dining Room. This week, the first
job being highlighted is for a secretarial position, paying $4 an hour;
next, if you are interested in retail, a sales trainee is needed, paying $5
an hour; on the more casual side, a delivery person, at $5 an hour, is
needed; on the more technical side, anyone with graphics in their
background might check out the visual arts assistant posidoa, at $.5 an
hour.
Besides the weekly job offers, the placement center has many other
jobs to choose from, in all areas, both manual and technical. They
also offer a selection of internships, as well as summer jobs. The
information in the center is priceless, as are the co-ordinators, who can
help anyone with any questions concerning their career. For more

International Nightclub

The international gala of the semester is this Saturday, lSA's second
annual International Nightclub will feature live entertainment through
the evening along with international hors d'ourves and beverag
es. Don't miss this exciting night in Raymond Great H all starting at 8
p.m. The International Nightclub is co-sponsored by lSA, Interna
tional Council and UPBEAT. All ASUOP cardholders are invited to
attend free, $3 for general public. Attire is semi-formal.
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miniature envelopes . Give them
out to all of your friends, like you
did so many years ago when you
didn't even know what Valentine's
Day meant. It was just a lot of
chocolate.
If you don't own anything pink

5

h ir te"ific
ledges.
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By Laura Cargasacchi
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ather than a blatant exhibit
of war ravaged, society
scarred sculpture, Art Costa' s
fagures make a person stop, think
about, probe and question the
condition of man in the 20th cen
turY. The exhibit included a series
of masks and figures composed of
celastic, resin, fabric and found
objects. The "Eclectic Guerilla"
exhibit was on display in the UOP
Gallery from January 1 3 to
February 6.
The name of the exhibit is a
wonderful combination of words.
Eclectic means to select what ap
pears to be the best of various
doctrines, methods or style. It also
means to be merely composed of
elements from various sources.
The word guerrilla means one who
engages in irrpgular warfate espe
cially as a member of an indepen
dent unit carrying our harass01ent
and sabotage. Is Costa selecting

** ************ ************ ****** ****

CONCE RTS AND ENTERTAINM ENT:

Iron Maiden will be playing with special guests VInnie
VIncent on Friday, Feb. 1 3 , at 7:30 p.m. in Sacramento at
the Arco Arena. Tickets are $ 1 7 . 50 including $ 1 for
parking . . .

Human League with guests APB will be playing Tuesday,
Feb . 24, at 8 p.m. at the Berkeley Community Theatre.
Tickets are $ 1 7.50 reserved . . .
Paul Simon's Graceland Concert will be on Friday , Feb.
p, and Saturday, Feb . 28 , both shows at 8 p.m. at the
Berkeley Community Theatre. Tickets are $20.00 reser
ved . . .
The Pretenders with guests laY Pop will be playing
Saturday, Feb. 28, at 8 p.m. at the Qakland Coliseum.

By Chuck McCaslin

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC:

M;�nag1ng Etl110r

F

eeling down because you're
stuck in Stockton? Need
some cheering up? Why not try
Laughs Unlimited. They're open
Thursday through Sunday every
week, with shows at 8 p.m. each
night, with an additional show at
1 0: 30 p . m . on Friday and
Saturday.
Last weekend's show featured
three comedians. The first, Andy
Kinder, could've been better. His
humor was pretty cliche, and he
spent most of the time harping on
the AM/PM Mini Market's food
selection.
Kenny Aubrey followed Kin
der's act. He's thirty-six, a stylish
dresser, and has braces. After
some clever observations on rela
tionships, he concluded his act with
a hilarious tUlle, played on his
"Aubreybox" synthesizer.
The headliner for the evening
was James Wesley Jackson. It was
mentioned that Jackson was no
minated for an Emmy in the past
- I don't know why. He told
one-liner after one-liner, and some
of them were pretty good. The rest
teetered on the edge of "Oh, yes.
That was cute."
As long as you're making meny,
you may decide to �t and drink.
The liquid refreshments include
juice, soft drinks, wine (coolers
and cocktails included), draft,
domestic, and imported beers, and
to impress that special someone,
how about a half bottle of Thun
derbird? Served in a brown paper
bag without glasses , it's still only
$2.97!
Munchies include the usuals:
sandwiches, burgers, nachos, and
potato skins. For those who appre
ciate a more exotic meal, how
about a Spam steak? For those
with a lighter appetite, soup, salad,
and even celery with peanut butter

The UOP Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of

Warren van Bronkhont, will present a special Visiting
van

Boer, composer of Suite for Chamber Orchestra, will be

in the audience that evening to hear the orchestra play his
music. Other works to be heard are Ernest Bloch's
Concerto Grosso .No. 1 with AIUson Lovejoy as featured
pianist, and Symphony No . 5 (Reformation Symphony)

by Mendelssohn . A $2 scholarship donation will be

requested at the door. Students and children will be

admitted free of charge to the concert which will begin at
8: 1 5 p . m . in Long Theatre.
The award-winning UOP A Cappella Choir is touring

northern and central California this week. On Friday,
Feb . 20, the group will perform the annual "President's

Concert" in honor of President Stanley E. McCaffrey.
William Dehning will conduct the choir in songs chosen
from its repertoire of Renaissance Madrigals, modern

American music, songs by Robert Schumann and modem
choral chamber music. The concert will close with a vocal
jazz medley arranged for the ensemble by Conservatory
student PhD Schroeder. The concert will begin at 8: 1 5

p.m. in Long Theatre. Admission is by a $2 scholarship
donation; students and children will be admitted free of
charge .
UC THEATRE
Tonight : Sweet Liberty , 6 and 9 p.m . . . . This weekend:
Mona Lisa , Friday and Saturday 6 and 9 p . m . , Sunday 3 ,

6 , and 9 p.m . . . .

Snicke rs, UOP' s monthly comedy club will celebrate
it's
Grand opening tonight at 7 p.m. in the Redwood
Room .
A temporary comedy club set will transform UOP'
s finest
dining facility into the city's finest comedy club
once a
month as the UPBEAT Sociat Committee presen
ts top
club talent from the L.A. and San Francisco club
circuit.
This month's featured performers are Daile
y Pike and
Steve Hudson .

Admission for this evening of lauahs
is especially priced
for the Grand Opening at just $ 1 for
ASUOP cardholders
and $3 for general admissio n. Price inclu
des the show and
a
� mplimentary bar sponsored by SADD (Students
Agamst Drunk Driving) which will
feature a variety of
exotic alternative beverages. Sup
pon live comedy on
campus -- join us tonight at Snic
ken, the Campus
Comedy Club.
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Editor's Note:

The UOP Gallery has lllany in.

teresting exhibits that are free to
the UOP community. I strooaty
suggest that anyone interested .
art view the exhibits open to
You may frnd your appreciation
fl
art heightened .
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And l saw itfilled with grave,
And tomb-�tones where flowers should be:
Andpriests in black gowns were walking their rounds,
And binding with briars myjoys and desires.

�\

-- William Blake

Laughs Unlimited
presents:

Schick 'upe rhoo p

COLLEGE
NIGHT S!

*****

Laughs Unlimited is located at
4SSS N. Pershing in the Venetian

Every Thu rsda y night at Lau ghs
Unlimited is
COLLEGE N IG HT ! That mea
ns that if you show us
your student 10 card , we' ll let
you into the club
or only $2 001 (That's a $ 3 .00
savings, folks!)
:
EnJOY the nation 's top com
ics along wit h great food
and beverages at Stockt on'
s premier com edy club . . .
Laughs Unlimited . Ma ke
reservations today!
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And the gates of this chapel were shut,
And "Thou shaft not , writ over the door;
So l turn 'd to the Garden of love,
That so many sweetflowers bore,

�

Square. For those of you who want
some extra entertainment and
some good laughs, make reserva

thr�
�

warfare? The art1st obvio��a�
thinks so. Literature left at
exhibit by Art Costa leaves �
doubt in mind.
The life mask offers an 1lQ.
limited vehicle for self ��
In order to see our faults, C:O..
believes we need to be obj�
Man falls prey to the ina�
to see his own faults. "Our �
of reality !s shak� as we Ill
ourselves m a twisted l1lirn-.
image, "

1 went to the Garden of Love,
And saw what I never had seen:
A chapel was built in the midst,
Where I used to play on the green.
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are available.
.
For dessert , you mtght bke to try
the Snickers bar, (unwrapped and
�liced by their specially trained
�hef),or if you bring a date, you
might want to settle for the Lovef.,J\
birds Candlelight Dinner for two
- frozen TV dinners accompanied .
by that wonderful half bottle of
Thunderbird wine. Add twentyfive cents for dessert (Cracker
Jacks). Prices aren't that bad, and
the shows are pretty good, so why
not help Stockton maintain it's
reputation as the entertainment capital of the world and go to Laughs
Unlimited this weekend. It could
be just what you need.
.
Laughs Unlimited is doing well,
and has added some much needed
extra nightlife to Stockton (it's
·
about time). The acts are all of frrst
.
rate quality, which is exactly what
a
people look for when they go out
on the town. It is especially nice for
college students. Laughs Unlimited
·
has added a special price night for
college students unable to afford
an expensive night out. They are
now calling the Thursday night
show College Night. On College
Night, students bringing a student
I.D. will be able to enjoy a show
for only $2.00. That is $3.00 off
the regular price!
As I said before, Laughs Unlimi
ted is a great place for a night out.
The entertainment is always good,
and now with the special price right
for college students, it's even bet
ter. And even if the entertainment
isn't what you expected it to be, at
least you had a few good laughs.

On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites

Mon - Th ur

c&

"
titled "20th Century D r� ,
was composed of a wnth
ing head on a pillow. Underscoring
the dynamic quality of the head,
the pillow itself seemed to writhe.
The face was contorted as if just
having woken up from a night
mare. From the head protruded a
variety of missles and jets suggest
ing that the typical 20th century
dream is actually the nightmare of
impending war.
Another mask was "Caffeine
Spirit." The mask was brown
resembling the shade as a coffee
bean. A protruding coffee cup
formed the mouth and spoons re
placed the teeth. The features were
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Costa functions as an independent

unit in attacking what he has selec
ted. There is also a pun in that he
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various doctrines, methods and
styles and then undermining them?

U n l i ffiited l a u g h s

Tickets are $ 1 6.50 reserved . . .

Composer Concert on Tuesday, Feb. 17. Dr. BertU
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The Pacif ican
Feb . 1 2 , 1 9 8 7

poRts
Ho op ste rs vs .
An tea ter s

TIGER TRACKS
Men' s Basketball hosts Cal State Long Beach
Golf at U of H John Burns Invitational
women 's Tennis hosts Fresno State

7:35 p.m.
All Day
1 :30 p.m .

By Liz Hert

Staff Wnter

T

he fans who came only to see
the Pacific Men's basketball

game against number one ranked

· All Day

Gol f at U of H John Burns Invitational

Men's Bas ketball hosts New Mexico State
Women's Basketball hosts Cal State Long Beach
(Spanos Center)
Baseball at St. Mary's (2)
Softball hosts Nevada Reno (2)
Men's Swimming hosts UC Davis
Women's Swimming hosts UC Davis
Women's Tennis hosts Pepsi Challenge Cup at UOP

Baseball hosts St. Mary's
Women's Tennis hosts Pepsi Challenge Cup at UOP

o ve

7:3 5 p.m .
5 : 1 5 p.m .
l 2 p.m.
l p.m.
1 1 a.m.
1 1 a.m.
All Day

l p.m.

All Day

· u..,nrt�v. February 1 6

Men's Basketball at Utah State
Women's Basketball hosts Hawaii
Softball hosts USF

7 :30 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
5 p.m.

Tuesday, February 1 7
Women 's Basketball hosts Hawaii

7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, February 1 8
Baseball at Cal Berkeley

2 p. m .

7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball at Cal State Fullerton

Writer's Right?

Well, even if you don't think of yourself as a writer, this plea is for
Wanted: Collective, courageous, scholarly type, reporter indivi
to indulge in thrilling, heart quickening excitment of covering
Athletics. Applicant must be willing to see name in bold print on
basis. Applicant must have ability to run from danger of
athletes, and be willing to take constructive ritici.,m , PI
Brian Thompson, Pacijican Sports Editor at 946-2 1 55.

INTRAMURALS

- Wit/tam 8/akt

The entry date for participation ir. int ramural outdoor soccer,

softball is February 23 and all events will start
fOIIIlW il12 spring break . Included with the sports mentioned above, in-

9iillramurals will also be conducting Tennis

ent s :

ii i:fJOUD'Ies,

Dl1ubles, Mixed Tennis
1\ n approximate

Volleyball Competitions, and 1 8 ! I ole Golf.

date is March 20.

Schick Superh oop Basketball Competition

Teams which are interested in participating can sign up beginning

Feb. 4, 1987 . The deadline for sign-ups is Friday, Feb. 1 3 , at 3 p.m.
Fmals will be held in the Spanos Center on Monday, Feb. 1 6, from 3-5

The Schick Superhoop Basketball compe tition will � rovide for

3-on-3 competition, but each team is only allowed a max.mmm of 4

people listed on the rosttr. Winners will advance to the reg1onal finals
be held in Berkeley on March 8 . Four di fferent divisions �rc
liVailable: 1 )6 foot and below, 2)6 foot and above, 3)advanced sktll,
and 4)average skill.

to

UNLV last Monday night at the

Spanos Center missed an exciting
women's contest which preceded
the mens game. The Lady Tigers
were narrowly defeated by the
visiting Anteaters of UC Irvine, 70-

66.

Despite an impressive effort on
the part of Pacific center Gretchen
Meinhardt, who scored 23 points
on 10 of 1 5 shooting from the
floor, Pacific incurred their se
venth loss out of their last eight
contests. Also contributing for
Pacific were Debbie Geyser, who
scored 1 2 points, and Michelle Sa
saki, who added eight points. Ri
que Luttges scored seven points
and pulled down a game high 1 1
rebounds. Freshman sensation Jul
ie Szukalski was held to only ten
points in the game on three of ten
from the floor, and four of six
shooting from the line.
The Tigers, who started out this
season impressively, winnings have
recently slumped to 3-8 in the
PCAA and 1 0-10 overall, partly
due to their inconsistent offensive
output. Excluding junior Mein
hardt's effort, the lady T:gers
shot only 1 3 of 4 1 from the floor
for a shooting percentage of just
over 30 percent.
Irvine, on the other hand, faired
considerably better offensively,
shooting about 47 percent from the
floor. The Anteaters were led in

scoring by Cheryl Hoffman, who
had 24 points, and by Zalina Wal
ton and Natalie Crawford, both of
whom tallied 14 points in the
game. The win raised the Anteaters
to record 7-5 in the PCAA and
1 1- l l Qverall.
The Tigers stayed close to the
Anteaters through the frrst period
of play, trailing only by five, 32-37
at halftime. The second half start
ed poorly for the Lady Tigers as
Irvine built their lead up to 1 2 with
17 minutes left in the game. The
Lady Tigers responded with an
impressive rally which saw them
cut the Anteaters' lead to one point
er later in the game. Unfortun
ately, the spirited comeback fell
short as the Anteaters took con
trol of the game, and ended with
a four point margin of victory.
Despite their recent problems,
the Lady Tigers are working as
hard as ever and are hoping to tum
things around on Saturday, Feb.
14, when they'll take on Long
Beach State at 5 : 1 5 p.m. in the
Spanos Center. The fans who have
been following the Lady Tigers this
season know that victory is just
around the corner and all the team
needs is a little more support from
their home fans. The Lady Tigers'
loss didn't dampen the enthusiasm
of long time student Joe Fabian,
who said llrrough an interpreter,
"These women are as competitive
as any I've witnessed in my tenure
at UOP. I think they'll come back.
They need our support. Let's get
ourselves to the game, get down,
and get a victory! "
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Christian Fello w ship

-8 = 30
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Debby Wagaman, Student

Inter n

Oary Put nam ,

U niversity Chaplain
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Pactftcan/ Pat Krohn

WUiie Tatum dunks home two Tiger points against UNLV ioUowing a
missed Christian Gray free throw. The Tigers and Rebels put on an ex
citing show for the 6,000 plus fans who came to see the number one
ranked Rebels. Unfortunately the Tigers lost 59-73. Gray was the
leading scorer, Tatum was voted MVP for his briUiant defensive ef
fort.
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'
on't .see u·�. a�mg a top �0
team until next year,'' says Lowry,
t is almost typical for the wor beginning her second year at the
ds "rebuilding" and "sof helm of the successful UOP
program. " I think this is a rebuild
tball to be a contradiction in terms for
the University of the Pacific �Y ing year, a time to develop our
younger players. We're going to
T�gm softball team, but not in 1987.
This could prove to be anything take our lumps, but it will give us
but a normal year for the serious great experience. "
Ten of the 1 5 players o n Pacif
sluggers who usually get a top 20
position and a spot among those ic's active roster are underclass
gifted teams contending for a posi men, seven of those ten are fresh
men and nine are newcomers. The
tion at the College World Series.
But five instrumental seniors are Tigers lost key players in every
gone from last year's team, which area, most notably pitcher Tammy
ranked 1 8th in the final National Joslin, last year's Most Valuable
Collegiate Athletic Association Player. The top four hitters are
gone and the leading returner was
poll.
This year's Lady Tigers are two sixth on the team last year. The
thirds freshmen and sophomores , Tigers have true potential as a
with only four starting returners · hitting team, but their bats are
and another key returner lost for unproven for the most part. Four
the year to a basketball injury. newcomers are slated to start in the
Head Coach Theresa Lowry will opener (not counting pitchers) and
tell you straight out. "The Tigers only three players start with more
ar

I

Pla yb oy r a tes th e n a ti o n ' s to p p a rty sc h oo l s
CAL �

ST A T E - C H I C O ,
(CPS)
.
Miami (Fla.), San
Diego, Vermont, and Slippery
are the biggest party schools
� the U.S . , a Playboy Magazine
!itt of the nation's Top 40 Party
Colleges claims.
by�layboy says it compiled the list
Interviewing student leaders at
"
than 250 colleges nation
Wide ."
But while students at the named
SChools gen
erally seemed amused
th e list, administrators - some
n mortal battle to get more
by convincing legislators
campuses are beacons of
Cil:ademic excellence - have react
ed With outrage.
. Officials at West Viroinia, Mis! S i Cal
S
State- Chico , Ver1 S ipp ,

7

zles me," says Miami Student
Affairs official Bill Mullowney.
"We have ample social life here,
but I'd be interested in knowing
the criteria of the study, who they
talked to, what they observed."
"There's a reputation here in
Southern California that everyone
.
IS pretty lru'd back ' " says Lisa
Estrella, a student at San Diego
1 , Playboy' s third State U mvers'ty
r ked part chool
school acadeg
�'SDSU i
mically, one of the best in the state
·

��

ood

universtiy system, but. �verall it is a
Pa_r�y school. Fratermues and sor
ont1es are popular here and they
do party a lo� . "
.
And, wh1le . adm1m. strators at
South�rn Baptist College, call � he
school s 9th place survey rankmg
unearne? and undeserved, students
are overjoyed.
"Everyb0dY ��
. talk'mg abo t 1t,
. "
�
says one fratermty member. They
can t wrut to tell therr fnen ds at
��h�; schools that didn't make the
list .

,
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But all is not gloom and doom in
Stockton. Lowry ranks the talent
of her newcomers with that of any
class ever to come into Pacific
and feels her team overall is as
talented as any in recent years. But
hers is the lament of any coach
fielding youngsters. The Tigers are
unproven, and unknown.
"We have good, young talent, "
says Lowry, who pitched at Pacific
before becoming an assistant coach
in 1 982. "We're as talented as we
have been, but we're younger, and
we're untested. "
On defense the Tigers have sev
eral holes to fill . Nowhere else will
newcomers have to perform more
than in the field. Starters were lost
at shortstop, �nterfield, catcher,
third base, second base and most
damaging, number one pitcher.
The Lady Tigers may aid the

n;building cause most at the plate.
Lowry feels her team has the pot
ential to be a good-hitting team.
And when she gets excited and
says, "Hey, these girls can bunt ! "
she is not fishing desperately for
good news. With the mound
moved back to 43 feet this year,
the in1portance of bunting is
magnified. And Lowry likes what
she has seen in early batting prac
tices.
First baseman Anne Dutton was
the team's sixth leading hitter last
year and is this year's top returner
at the plate. But the Tigers hit only
.224 as a team in 1986, a fJgUI'e
that must come up i f the Tigers
are to enjoy success. Flores makes
special mention of Harper, who hit
extremely well in fall practices, and
newcomer Lisa DeBenedetti, who
could fill the shoes of the departed
Joslin, who led the Tigers with a
.3 14 average last year.
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Rem emb er All
Your Valent ine s!
Use thts handy checklist when y o u do your
Valentine shopping to make sure that you
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don't forget any special people.

0 husband
0 wofe
0 mother
0 lcth r
0 fothor on-low
0 son
0 daughter
0 son-on-low
0 daughter-on-low
0 soster
o" brother

•

•

•

•

GET TH

0 frumd
0 s•ster tn low
0 brother· n low 0 neoghbor
0 bobysoll r
0 grandma
0 seer 1 odmorer
0 qrondpa
0 granddoughler 0 god other
0 godfott> •
0 }lrondson
0 '"""' pol
0 na11o
0 CO�S•
0 noece
0 bau
0 nephew
0 secretory
0 aunt
0 friends 0 1 work
0 uncle

•
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OFF
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- Un iversi ty Book Store

University Book Store
Uahrrshr Cultr

GREAT

U09) 946-1319

University Center
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(109) 946·2329
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Co m p u ter wit h :
1.
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3 ·.
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6 4 0 K o f m e m o ry
2 0 M � g . H a rd D r i v e
1 4 11 H i g h
R e s . M o n i to r
3 6 0 K d r iv e
Full Y.earB
Warrantee
F r.e e T u �t o r i a l
and

M S D OS

$ 1 2 8 -8 . 9 5
Be fore you buy any Pe rso na
l Co mp ut er , co me in and se
e the be st
loo kin g PC in th e wo rld . Th e
Co rd at a PC -4 00 . Be st loo
kin g
be ca us e it ha s 1 00 % be tte r
graphic s fo r sh ar pe r char
ts an d cleaner
characters. That m ea ns les
s ey e fatig ue and m or e
pr od uc tivity. A nd
it do es all . th e tricks th e others
do , at a lo we r price , wi
th natio nwid e
service an d support yo u can
de pe nd on .

In th e ne

N o oth e r
disco u nt a
l l owed l

Kern Coun ty D ep uty arres ted f
On Feb. 1 3 , Deputy D3vtd eith Ro cr
Sheri ff's Dept. , wa arre ted for the murder <l
prostit ute. Rogers confesd
se to the murder 11
her six times because she 13 heel out t him
t
$50.00 for a t rick. Roger i
lso beln
h r
murder of prostitut e Jani ne Beni nten
de. li r
same canal as the unid enti fied
woman hut
accusati on. Alth oug h he admitle
d to on o
pleaded not guil ty to both cou
nt of fir t-d r
family and his coworker
nre both ho kc l
accused of costing the poli
ce d partmcnt pub
real explanation, and an ntt
mpt i bein m d
from being used as
evidence.
•

